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• Network utility designed to test IP connection speed. • Allows for testing speeds on up to 10 different servers simultaneously. • Supports both IPv4 and IPv6. • Supports IPv6-over-IPv4 for testing speeds over IPv6 networks, and IPv4-over-IPv6 for testing IPv4 speeds over IPv6 networks. • Allows tests to be launched simultaneously on up to 10 computers simultaneously, allowing for speed testing on multiple
networked systems. • Shows results as speeds per second and shows transfer as a percentage. • Shows average speed per test. • Shows latency per test. • Shows times per test. • Allows for graphs to be viewed and printed. • Includes a convenient FAQ section. • Detects broken IPv6 networks and offers to provide you with both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses over your local network. • Supports IPv6-over-IPv4 for testing
speeds over IPv6 networks, and IPv4-over-IPv6 for testing IPv4 speeds over IPv6 networks. • Allows tests to be launched simultaneously on up to 10 computers simultaneously, allowing for speed testing on multiple networked systems. • Shows results as speeds per second and shows transfer as a percentage. • Allows graphs to be viewed and printed. • Detects broken IPv6 networks and offers to provide you with both
IPv4 and IPv6 addresses over your local network. • Supports IPv6-over-IPv4 for testing speeds over IPv6 networks, and IPv4-over-IPv6 for testing IPv4 speeds over IPv6 networks. • Allows tests to be launched simultaneously on up to 10 computers simultaneously, allowing for speed testing on multiple networked systems. • Shows results as speeds per second and shows transfer as a percentage. • Shows average speed
per test. • Shows times per test. • Allows graphs to be viewed and printed. • Detects broken IPv6 networks and offers to provide you with both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses over your local network. • Supports IPv6-over-IPv4 for testing speeds over IPv6 networks, and IPv4-over-IPv6 for testing IPv4 speeds over IPv6 networks. • Allows tests to be launched simultaneously on up to 10 computers simultaneously, allowing
for speed testing on multiple networked systems. • Shows results as speeds per second and shows transfer as a percentage. • Shows average speed per test. • Allows graphs
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SpeedTest is an easy to use freeware Windows application designed to test network speed and present the results in an easy to read interface. The application has been developed to be intuitive, so it’s pretty difficult to get lost in the main window, even when launching it for the first time. With a straightforward approach, SpeedTest initially prompts the user to input the testing server address, which can be either a
dedicated speed test server or a simple web page. The main window is also the one that displays the collected information, including server address, start time, duration, result, which is actually the transfer speed, and a simple progress bar representing the average recorded speed. The bottom of the window is more like a log panel with info concerning the speed test, showing timestamps and various details about
connection and testing attempts. What’s more, the program comes with a separate speed chart tab, with dedicated charts for each test, thus letting users compare the results on the go. On the bad side, SpeedTest doesn’t include result exporting tools, so you can’t save the results in CSV or TXT formats for example. Instead, it offers users a simple print utility via the “File” menu. SpeedTest runs on a moderate amount of
hardware resources, without affecting the overall performance of your system and without requiring administrator privileges on Windows 7 workstations. All in all, SpeedTest does what it says although many more features are clearly needed. It’s stable and reliable, while targeting all types of users, be they beginners or those more experienced. SpeedTest Network Speed Test Rating 4.1 out of 5 Alfeross and his team
are back with the second version of Network Speed Test. This a great SpeedTest designed to test a users ability to a network in performing a SpeedTest. As much as I applaud the whole idea and know it's hard to do these are good ideas that wont work in a real life situation. Stability 1 - 4 of 4 Performance 2 - 4 of 4 Features 3 - 4 of 4 Mystery 3 - 3 of 4 Support 5 - 5 of 5 Support issues! Would have been 5 if I didn't
have to go through the same user-friendliness. This app goes through all of the same basic steps as the first version, but will do much more and will be able a69d392a70
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SpeedTest is an easy to use freeware Windows application designed to test network speed and present the results in an easy to read interface. The application has been developed to be intuitive, so it’s pretty difficult to get lost in the main window, even when launching it for the first time. With a straightforward approach, SpeedTest initially prompts the user to input the testing server address, which can be either a
dedicated speed test server or a simple web page. The main window is also the one that displays the collected information, including server address, start time, duration, result, which is actually the transfer speed, and a simple progress bar representing the average recorded speed. The bottom of the window is more like a log panel with info concerning the speed test, showing timestamps and various details about
connection and testing attempts. What’s more, the program comes with a separate speed chart tab, with dedicated charts for each test, thus letting users compare the results on the go. On the bad side, SpeedTest doesn’t include result exporting tools, so you can’t save the results in CSV or TXT formats for example. Instead, it offers users a simple print utility via the “File” menu. SpeedTest runs on a moderate amount of
hardware resources, without affecting the overall performance of your system and without requiring administrator privileges on Windows 7 workstations. All in all, SpeedTest does what it says although many more features are clearly needed. It’s stable and reliable, while targeting all types of users, be they beginners or those more experienced. Advantages: • On demand speed testing. • No need to install servers. •
Great graphical interface • Very easy to use. Limitations: • Doesn’t save the result. • Doesn’t export the result. Editor's Note: For a limited time only. 2X Unlimited Usage: 1. Visit: Installing SpeedTest: 1. Unzip the "SpeedTest.zip" file. 2. Double-click the "SpeedTestSetup.exe" file to run the setup. 3. Wait until it completes installation. 4. Open the Start menu. 5. Type SpeedTest in the search field. 6. Click the
SpeedTest application. 7. Click the "Upload File" button and select the

What's New In?

SpeedTest is a unique utility designed to show the speed of a specific server, or web page in an easy-to-read interface. The main window is the only place where SpeedTest is displaying the information gathered from the server’s Internet connection. The upper-right area of the main window contains a high-level summary of the server’s connectivity information, allowing users to get an idea of how fast the Internet
connection is, whether the server is still responding, and whether the server has issues. The bottom-left area of the main window displays some basic background information about the connection, which is displayed every time the server is chosen for a speed test. To make the application more convenient to use, SpeedTest is using controls on the main window to display the server address, the start time, and the result
of the speed test. SpeedTest uses a simple interface, creating a clean and easy to read interface. Since the application is using a black and white color scheme, users can easily distinguish between the positive and negative results. When selecting a server for a speed test, it’s possible to choose between a dedicated server or a web page. Either way, the results are displayed in a basic interface, which makes it quite easy to
use on a variety of systems. SpeedTest also has a simple print function for saving the results of the speed test, and shows a simple chart of the speed test results in a separate tab, giving users the ability to compare the results between different tests. In Conclusion: SpeedTest is a simple and reliable speed testing utility that’s easy to use and well designed. The application uses a minimalist design that’s easy on the eyes
and simple to use without sacrificing the usefulness of the application. SpeedTest’s speed chart tabs are comprehensive, giving users the ability to compare the speed test results between different tests and making it a great tool for beginners, as well as experienced users who want to compare the results of different tests. SpeedTest runs on a moderate amount of hardware resources and does not cause adverse effects on
the overall performance of your system. The application doesn’t require admin access to run properly. SpeedTest is available as freeware and is an excellent choice for those who are looking for a reliable application that’s easy to use and doesn’t require constant maintenance. Hello Guyz..., Thank you so much for downloading the SpeedTest...., and for
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System Requirements For SpeedTest:

Processor: AMD Phenom II X6 1090T Memory: 8 GB Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 DirectX: Version 11 Storage: 25 GB free disk space Additional Notes: Before installation: Please make sure to make a back-up of your current installation on a flash drive or other hard-drive storage. Be sure to back up any files that you may need. The setup will format your hard-drive. Be sure to back-up anything that you
want to keep! Language:
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